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Welcome to the website of Hengfeng Machinery Company. The picture you are viewing now shows you our automatic cup
stacker, HFLB-1500.
Features and function:
HFLB-1500 Automatic cup stacker is controlled by PLC touch screen and the mould retainer cup with accurate position. It is
widely used in stack different size of plastic cups,no limited with cup height and diameter ratio. This machine is suitable to
working with plastic cup making machine. This is an ideal machine in plastic industry of its convenient,hygienic and
labor-saving.
This automatic cup stacker is applicable for a wide range of applications, as it boasts no restrictions on cup heights and
diameters. It is characterized by high operation speed, low energy consumption, stable operation, and won’t generate any
pollutant on cups.
Due to above advantages, Hengfeng automatic cup stacker is well received by disposable plastic cup manufacturers.
Main Technical Parameter
Motor Power
2kw (Servo Motor)
Adjustable model
PLC Touch Screen
Suitable Range
Round Mouth Cup
Cup Height Range
40-130mm
Cup Diameter Range
40-150mm
Stacking Speed
60cycles/time
Air Consumption
200L/Hr
Machine dimension
3000x1800x1800mm
Weight
1000kgs
We are a professional automatic cup stacker manufacturer in China, we are always trying our best to provide high-quality
and affordable products to our customers. We are located in a seashore city, owns self-built workshops, fine materials,
many components suppliers, and long-cooperated logistics companies. All of these advantages ensure the good quality and
low price of our products.
In addition to automatic cup stackers, we can also offer many other types of plastic machinery, like plastic extrusion
machine and thermoforming machine, etc. If you have any related need, please feel free to contact us. We look forward to
working with you.
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